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LEGAL STUDIES
FIRST YEAR

FIRST SEMESTER
ENG 101 – English Language I; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5

The goal of this course is to enrich vocabulary, practicing spoken language, learning the various linguistic, grammatical
structures, overcoming the various models of academic writing skills in written forms. The curriculum includes the following
themes: Introduction, Finding the Fossils Man-Spare that Spider (reading, discussion, writing), Matterhorn Man;-Seeing Hands
(reading, discussion, writing), No Room in the Ark by Alan Moorehead; -From 'Out of the Air' (reading, discussion, writing),
The Sporting Spirit;-Education by Lester Smith (reading, discussion, writing).
TUR 101 – Turkish Language I; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The aim of this course is to introduce the students to elementary Turkish language skills. The course begins with the Turkish
alphabet and studies basic Turkish by reading and writing of easy and simple sentences. The curriculum includes the
following themes: Dialogs for introductions; “good morning, good evening” night, day and morning introductions, Daily life:
“What are you doing?”, Where to?, How are you?, What is up? What do you do?, Time; hours and telling the time; Expressions
of locations, Family and Friends; possessive pronouns and adjectives; home and neighbourhood, Cities: Locations,
prepositions, agglutination, vowel harmony, Time Passes by: Simple past tense, from past to now; past perfect tense,
Memories: Present Tense; linings, with, ‘ile, Bon Appetite: “What shall we eat?”, “Ne Yiyelim?”, Imperatives; “What do you
order?”, “Ne Alirsiniz?”Subjunctive Mood: Comparatives: Adjectives / Adverbs; Superlative Adj / Adv.;, Bureaucracy Everywhere:
“Dear Officer / Sir/ Madam”; Present tense; “We are in a trouble!”; “Basimiz Dertte”;, Request for Help: “ki” Diminutives; Dative,
Locative suffix; ablative forms of “Nere”., Negative Verb: Interrogative/
MK 101 – Macedonian Language I; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The goal of this course is to enrich vocabulary, practicing spoken language, learning the various linguistic, grammatical
structures, overcoming the various models of academic writing skills in written forms in Macedonian Language. The
curriculum includes the following themes: : Let’s get know each other. Personal subject pronouns, verbs of A-groups and Egroup. The Present Tense, the verb СУМ, numbers What is your profession. Verbs - Present Tense of the И - group, yes – no
questions and answers, the gender of nouns, transitivity of verbs, What is this? I want to speak with Maria. The plural of
nouns, demonstrative pronouns, modal verbs, Maria is very beautiful. Adjectives, the Future Tense. The possessive pronouns,
telling the time in Macedonian, Quantifying Pronouns and Adverbs.
PR 101 – Communication Skills; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The goal of this course is to provide undergraduate students with a conceptual framework and specific tools for
communicating in complex environments and accomplishing strategic academic and professional goals. The curriculum
includes the following themes: An overview of, and introduction to, different communication skills which are necessary for
creating positive relational dynamics, as well as for the management of impression and efficiency in various personal and
professional contexts. The course is primarily concerned with the development of three sets of generic skills critical to the
students’ success in higher education and a successful career afterwards. The three sets of skills covered in this course are to
do with ‘yourself’, ‘others’ and ‘the interactions between yourself and others’. Students are also introduced to the principles of
academic writing and to a range of learning skills.
IER 101 Principles of Economy, Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The course has two main goals. The first goal is to increase student knowledge of various economic theories and policies with
examples from the Macedonian, Turkish, European and American economy. The second goal is to present the implementation
of different economic issues in everyday life. The curriculum includes the following themes: Introduction (scope and method
of economics). Economic problems: Deficiency and choice, Offer, demand and market balance, Elasticity, Households behavior
and consumer choice; The production process: The behavior of firms whose goal is maximizing profits, Short-term and longterm costs, Monopoly, monopolistic competition and oligopoly; Introduction to macroeconomics. Measuring national
production and national income; Long-term and short-term issues: growth, productivity, unemployment and inflation;
Government and fiscal policy. Aggregate demand, aggregate supply and inflation; Labor market, unemployment and Inflation.
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PR 102 Sociology, Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The subject “Sociology” aims to provide the students a possibility to become familiar with the basic concepts in the field of
sociology and to develop consciousness about their positioning in the contemporary social reality. Within this subject the
students will get an insight of the historical development of sociology as a scientific discipline, the separate sociological
schools and theories, as well as their contribution in the research of the society, the social norms, traditions, cultures,
communities etc. The subject program consists of the following contents: Introduction to sociology, Methods of research in
sociology; Socialization, culture and society; Social groups, deviations and criminal; Social and global; Economy and politics;
Education; Race and ethnicity; Marriage and family; Religion; Population and urbanization; Mass media, social change and
social movements.
LAW 101 History of Law, Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The main objective of the course is to provide the students with a general knowledge about the historical development of the
legal principles in the European Continent. The curriculum includes the following themes: Unification and development of the

European legal systems through the history; main features of the European legal systems; general perspective in development
of the common law and the civil law; the effects of the holy books and the politics on law in general.

SECOND YEAR

THIRD SEMESTER
LAW 210 – Civil Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 6
The main objective of the course is for students to acquire basic theoretical knowledge in the field of civil law. The curriculum
comprises: the notions and scope of civil law, the legal subjects, the principles, legal sources and the various types of legal
capacity, the civil law relations, the legal acts, the legal and natural persons related rights and will get acquainted to the
system of civil law and civil law institutes that exist in the Continental and Anglo-Saxon legal systems through comparative
method. It is expected that students will develop the awareness about these institutes and the critical skills to approach the
law and legal argument in the field of civil law.
LAW 202 Law on Obligations – General Provisions, Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The main objective of the course is to introduce to the students the notion of obligatory law, its sources and principles in
international and European law. As part of this course among others, is to familiarize students with the development of this
legal branch, from Roman law until today, presenting the basics, types, occurrence, effects, modifications and termination of
obligations, as the dominant element of international trade. Attention will be paid to all kinds of obligations (fundamentals of
contract law, the foundations of tort law, etc.), with explanation of their essence and application. At the end of course, the
students will have knowledge about the fundamentals of the law of obligations and the particular types of obligatory relations
and will have the skills needed for the application of the general institutes of the law of obligations in the particular types of
obligatory relations. Students will be equipped with the skills of negotiation, of concluding and performing various types of
obligatory contracts as well as the studying of the mechanisms for the dispute settlement about the fulfillment of debtor
obligations. In torts, students will acquire knowledge about determine the extent of the harm and the recovery of loss.
Moreover, students will also acquire knowledge about some other types of obligatory relations (unjust enrichment, unilateral
declaration of will, etc.).
LAW 202- International Public Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The course’s purpose is to examine the theories explaining the foundation of the international law and the establishment of
theoretical principles. The main topics are following: Introduction, sources of international law, the relations of national and
international law, personality and recognition, creation and incidence of statehood, recognition of states and governments,
international organizations, territorial sovereignty, law of the sea, environment and natural resources, international
transactions, state jurisdiction, nationality and related concepts, the law of responsibility, the protection of individuals and
groups, dispute settlement
LAW 204 – Property Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The main objective of the course is to give general understanding of Property Law as the legal branch that governs various
forms of ownership and tenancy in real and in personal property. The main subjects are following: concept of property in a
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free and democratic society; what can be owned; relations among neighbors; ownership in common; the legal framework of
the market for property as well as constitutional protection for property. The course involve a theory review as well as case
studies
LAW 205 – Company Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 4
The aim of this course is to discuss the fundamentals The main objective of the course is to give general understanding of

Company Law as law on private associations of the persons created with legal matter for accomplishing certain goal. The main

topics are following: corporate structure (including legal personality and constitutional issues), corporate governance
(including directors' duties and liabilities), shareholders' rights and remedies (including powers of decision-making and

shareholder engagement), corporate finance (including share and loan capital), and corporate rescue and restructuring
(including liabilities arising on insolvency).

HIST 206 – History of civilizations; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The fundamental purpose of this course is to introduce the students to the history of civilizations comparatively. During the
course, the questions like how the civilizations are evolved, what makes the civilizations etc. will be tried to be answered? The
major world civilizations from the start up to the modern period will be studied. Students will be expected to have a general
perspective about both the development of human civilization in general and the emergence of distinct traditions, namely the
Middle Eastern, the Indian, the Chinese and the Greek-European traditions. The course will provide the students with concise
information on which they could build up their advance courses in later years. Early Civilizations and Their Myths,
Mesopotamia - Sumerian civilization, Persian civilization, Ancient Civilizations and Their Philosophies, Indus civilization,
Monotheistic Religions, Medieval Ages and Renaissance, The Age of Revolutions, French Revolution, The Age of Industry and
Reform, Industrial Revolution, National Revolutions of 1848, The Twentieth Century, Information Age and 21st Century.

THIRD YEAR

FIFTH SEMESTER

LAW 301 – European Union Law; Weekly hours: 2+2, ECTS: 6
This main objective of the course is to analyze the basic of the European Union law. The main content of the program is:
Institutions of the European Union; the powers and the duties of the institutions, their functions and relations with each other,
the study of the corporate structure; the Community law; the sources of Community law; the types of legal actions that may
be submitted In accordance with Community law; the principles regarding the establishment and sharing of legal power
between the Member States and the legal implementation of the Community law; Goods, labor relations and services in the
common market; the right to settle and competition in the Community.
LAW 302 – Criminal Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 6
The purpose of the course program is to analyze the basic principles and concepts of the Criminal Code. The main topics are:
The purpose of punishment, legality, guilt and humanism as the most important principles as the most important part of
criminal policies, the principles of penal policy, the concept of criminal law, the principle of legality, the practice of criminal
law in relation to time, the doctrine of crime, structural factors for crime, guilt, cases in connection with the abolition or
reduction of guilt, Analysis of special types of crime, theories of sanctions and types of sanctions will be analyzed as
techniques of the criminal law.
LAW 303 – Administrative Law; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
This main objective of the course is to foster interdisciplinary study of the practice and theory of law in public administration
and policy on national and European scales. The course will examine mostly external on law in a public administration context.

The external perspectives can be of different kinds, as they confront (administrative) law with motives that often are external
to law, like efficiency and timeliness of administration, the accountability of public agencies, transparency of government and
citizen’s participation in decision-making.

LAW 308 – Maritime and Insurance Law; Weekly hours: 2+0, ECTS: 4
The purpose of this course program is to examine and provide an explanation of the basic principles of maritime commercial
law and insurance law. The main topics are following: The history of the maritime commercial law, the legal nature of the ship,
its types, real rights of the ship, maritime mortgages, the liability of the transferor of goods, and the owners of the ship, the
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rights of the captain and the other authorities, the liability and rights of the carrier; Accidents, liability arising from damage,
rescue and support; The history of the directives of the Insurance Act, the EU, education and broker, mandatory and voluntary
insurance; The insurance policy, its elements, legal nature, signing of policies, the results of non-signing, the insurance
contract, the risk selection during the general insurance requirements in different types of insurance, the provisions of the
insurance contract, the obligations of the insurer and the insureds, debts and obligations; The obligations of the insurer
before and after the realization of the risk.
POL 303 – Process of Public Politic; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 4
The aim of this course is to provide an understanding about how public policy is made. It covers both the theoretical and
practical aspects of the process, allowing students to see the importance of the relationship between them. The main topics
are following: Models of Politics; The Policymaking Process: Decision-Making Activities; Theories of the State; Pluralism and its
critics; Structuralist Perspectives; Policy Process as an Organizational Process; Policy Making Process; Rules and Discretion in
Public Policy; Bureaucrats and Professionals in the Policy Process; Criminal Justice: Rationality and Irrationality in Public Policy.;
Health and Welfare: The Search for Rational Strategies.; Health Transformation System in Turkey; Education: The Group
Struggle. ; Education Policy and Higher Education Problems in Macedonia; Economic Policy: Incrementalism at Work; Tax
Policy: Macedonian Tax Policy; Environmental Policy: Kyoto Protocol; Defense Policy: Strategies for Homeland Security;
Terrorism and Non- Deterable Threats.; Common Understanding in the Fight against Terrorism; Policy Evaluation
BA 306 – Law and ethics; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
To give understanding to students attitude about position of morals in professional life; to support them in developing a
mental capability for decisions in society. To give understanding for viewpoints about rights and responsibilities of the worker
of law and administration. To educate students to be able to deal with ethically problematic situations. To develop approach
how position, character professional choice are closely connected with their life. To make for students sense about character
desired in the profession of public administrator. To inform them with literature of ethics who is in connection with the field of
law or their next profession. 1. Introduction to Law and Ethics. General definition of moral and law. 2. Ethics and society,
Dignity and older Europeans.3. Ethics and society, Assisted reproduction and the welfare of the child. 4. Industrial property
rights. 5. Intellectual property rights. 6. Copyrights and related rights.7. Drug testing and use of healthy volunteers. How are
drugs developed? 8. Should parents be allowed to choose the sex of their children? 9. Business and professional ethics. What
are the limits of vehicle manufacturer responsibility? 10. Business and professional ethics. A crisis of professional Selfregulation: The example of the solicitors‟ profession. Relationship between lawyers and clients. 11. The Assisted Dying Bill,
and European Law. 12. Ethical Issues in the Toy Industry. A responsible role for the media in the toy industry13. Ethics law and
politics. Political responsibility personal responsibility, Collective responsibility 14. Ethics law and politics, Personal ethics and
political responsibility in government. Collective responsibility in government.

FOURTH YEAR

SEVENTH SEMESTER
LAW 401 – Criminal Procedural Law; Weekly hours: 2+2, ECTS: 6
The purpose of the course program is to provide explanations of systems and institutions related to the procedural law that
will ensure the use of the criminal-substantive law during the process of procedural law. The main topics are the folowing:
Basic principles of the Criminal Procedure Code, basic institutions and persons participating in the criminal procedure,
transactions made during the process of criminal procedural law, preventive measures, theory of evidence, conduct of the
procedure and legal remedies.
LAW 402 – Enforcement of judgments; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The aim of course is to examine the basic principles and organization regarding the execution of judgments. The main topics

are the folowing: organization of enforcement within the scope of law enforcement; enforcement without a judgment (types
of execution without a judgment; moving through general execution for enforcement of the verdict, payment order, payment

order objection, removal of the objection, annulment of the complaint, negative declarative actions and requests for return,
exemption from execution, liquidation and warning attachment.

LAW 403 - Bankruptcy procedure; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 5
The aim of course is to examine the basic principles of the Bankruptcy Law. The main topics of the course are folowing:
Bankruptcy Law, issues related to the persons subject to bankruptcy, bankruptcy procedure, legal results of bankruptcy in
relation to the debtor, the creditor and the public law, the resolution of the bankruptcy procedures and the composition of
debts.
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LAW 404- Law of local self – government; Weekly hours: 2+0, ECTS: 4
The aim of course is to examine is to examine the basic principles of the Law on Local Self-Government. The main topics of

the course are folowing: a detailed analysis of the Laws on Local Self-Government, realization of the right to local selfgovernment, citizenship, regulations and regulations of the local self-government, financing of local self-governments,

analysis of the budget of local self-government, inter-municipal cooperation, territorial division, elections in the local self-

government, forms and participation of citizens, creation of local policies, relation of central and local government, etc.
LAW 405 – Rhetoric; Weekly hours: 2+1, ECTS: 4

The aim of course is to get familiar with the basic notions of rhetoric and its application. The students are exposed to creative
lectures and practical exercises The main topics of the course are folowing: The notion, the types and meaning of rhetoric as a

skill of good speaking; further historical overview of the development of intercourse (Ancient - Old East, Hellas and Rome,
medieval - Christianity and new century - revolutionary). Within the course the types of speaking (political / delibaristic,

forensic / forensic and convenient / epidemiological) are studied; Types of debate as argumentative discussion with opposing

opinions (policy, parliamentary, public) and well-known speakers and their speeches, as well as certain contemporary issues
regarding the media.
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